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A review is given of the investigations of the mechanism of population inversion of vi-
brational levels in gas-discharge CO lasers operating at room and liquid nitrogen tem-
peratures . Special attention is paid to the published theoretical and experimental infor-
mation on the probabilities of vibrational transitions in molecules. Calculations of the
populations of vibrational levels in the CO laser are discussed in detail. An analysis of
these investigations demonstrates the correctness of the hypothesis postulating that the
vibrational degrees of freedom of the CO molecule are pumped by electron impact and
the higher levels are populated by the relaxation of carbon monoxide, which can be re-
garded as the relaxation of a system of anharmonic oscillators as first suggested by
Treanor.
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1. GENERAL COMMENTS. BASIC RATE
EQUATIONS

The mechanism of population inversion in CO2 lasers
suggested inC2~4] has been confirmed in a large number of
investigations carried out at the Lebedev Physics Insti-
tute in Moscow and by investigations performed in other
laboratories in the USSR and abroad. This mechanism
is now generally accepted. t5>e]

The operation of the CO laser is, in many respects,
similar to that of the CO2 laser. There is little doubt
that the CO laser is pumped by direct electron excita-
tion of the vibrational levels of CO and N2, in the same
way as in the CO2 laser. The distribution of molecules
over the vibrational levels in the CO laser is governed
(as in the case of the CO2 laser) primarily by the vibra-
tional relaxation, i.e., by collisions between heavy par-'
t ides and particularly between CO molecules.

The quantitative analysis of the population of the CO2

laser levels has been simplified considerably by the use
of the well-developed theory of the relaxation of harmonic
oscillators.m It is known that, irrespective of the method
of excitation of a system of harmonic oscillators, the res-
onance exchange between vibrational quanta ( W relaxa-
tion) produces a Boltzmann distribution with a vibrational
temperature governed by the total number of vibrational
quanta. The vibration-translational (VT) relaxation alters
only the vibrational temperature of the Boltzmann dis-
tribution over the vibrational levels. A system of har-
monic oscillators behaves in this way because the VV
relaxation is much faster than the VT relaxation. This
model can be used in an analysis of the operation of the
CO2 laser because only a small number of the lower
levels of three vibrational modes of the CO2 molecule
participates in the stimulated emission and these modes
can be regarded as three harmonic oscillators. Each
of these oscillators has its own vibrational tempera-
ture. This approach makes it possible to dispense with
the solution of the system of rate equations describing
the populations of individual levels and to consider the
relaxation equations for the energy of each vibration
mode of the CO2 molecule.

An attempt was made in 1959 (at the Lebedev Insti-
tute) to represent the active medium in the CO laser by
a system of harmonic oscillators with a Boltzmann dis-
tribution governed by a vibrational temperature. The
absolute vibrational inversion is not necessary for the
stimulated emission in the P-branch lines of the CO
molecule. At low rotational temperatures a partial in-
version may appear even in the case of a Boltzmann
distribution of the vibrational levels. However, since
the stimulated emission is observed for high vibrational
levels (v > 5) but not for low levels, it follows that the
vibrational temperature of CO should be of the order of
20000-30 000°K. The gains calculated for these tem-
peratures were found to be one or two orders of magni-
tude higher than the experimental values. This consid-
erable discrepancy and the possibility of stimulated
emission for a large number of high levels have suggested
that in order to explain the operation of the CO laser
one should invoke the model of a relaxing system of an-
harmonic oscillators [ 8 ] and solve the system of rate
equations for the populations of the individual levels.
The changes in the populations of the vibrational levels
of the CO molecule in a glow discharge can be described
by the following system of rate equations:

4- SI V Kv'~Uv'N \N \ i^ Κ"'·"''ϊ'ίΝ λ 4-l~V K^'^T^N ΛΛΝ
i~ j\Zj Λ°+ 1 · ° • Ι ν·'-ι/"ο+ι \_\2ιΛν,«-ι " ο Ι τ- \ ΖΛ "·"• "+1 " · ) J "

+ ί V ΑΓ"'+'· °'Ν Μ- \ Ν _ ] + ( Υ Ν -Ν kf? —Λ" ΛΓ Υ /c(e).
ν ν' ' V

+ (NMA,+i.v—NOAO.t.i)\ (1)

here, N v is the population of the v-th level; Ν is the
total number of molecules per unit volume; KV ) V.χ and
K y ^ j are the rate constants of the vibration-transla-
tional and vibration-vibrational transitions, respectively;
N e is the electron density; k(e)= (cr(e),ue) are the rate
constants of the excitation of the vibrational levels by
electron impact averaged over the electron velocities;
σ(θ), is the cross section of the excitation process; u e

is the electron velocity; Α ν ν _χ is the probability of
spontaneous emission (Einstein coefficient).
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In the presence of helium or other gases the system
(1) has additional te rms describing vibrational t rans i-
tions as a result of collisions between the CO molecules
and the molecules of the additive. However, the effect
of additives such a s O 2, Xe, and Η cannot be described
simply by their collisions and it is not yet fully under-
stood.

Under steady-state conditions the change in the level
populations dN v /dt is 0 and the system of nonlinear
differential equations (1) reduces to a system of non-
linear algebraic equations of the first order . The num-
ber of equations in this system is governed by the
dissociation energy and the anharmonicity constants; in
the case of CO, it is -60. The CO laser is a typical
multilevel system and cannot be reduced to a model with
two, three, or four levels.

We must s t re s s that the system (1) does not describe
completely the behavior of a rea l medium in a gas-dis-
charge laser because it ignores various processes such
as the deactivation of vibrationally excited molecules at
the walls of a discharge tube, the dissociation of CO
molecules in collisions with electrons, etc. Allowance
for these processes would complicate the system even
further and would make its solution practically useless
because no data a re available on the probabilities of
these processes . In part icular, nothing is known about
the rate of dissociation of the CO molecules in specific
vibrational states and, moreover, it is not known whether
a vibrationally excited molecule is completely deacti-
vated at the wall or whether it undergoes simply a one-
quantum transition.

We shall see later that the agreement between the ex-
perimental and calculated results obtained without allow-
ance for these processes justifies, to some degree, our
neglect of these processes in the calculations.

The next chapter deals with the relationships between
the rate constants of the processes resulting in the pop-
ulation of the vibrational levels of CO, included in Eq. (1).

2. PROBABILITIES OF VIBRATIONAI
TRANSITIONS IN CO MOLECULES

In view of the fact that, until recently, there have
been no experimental data on the probabilities of vibra-
tional transitions between separate levels, it has been
usual to perform rate calculations on the basis of the
formulas derived by Herzfeld et al. by quantum-me-
chanical methods.L91 In the present chapter we shall give
the theoretical formulas and compare the transition prob-
abilities calculated on their basis with the recently pub-
lished experimental results.' 1 0" 1 3 3 We shall also give
data on the probabilities of radiative transitions and the
electron-impact excitation cross sections of the vibra-
tional levels of CO.

A. Collisional Vibrational Transitions

In the case of collisions between two molecules A
and B, the probability that the molecule A undergoes
a transition from a level ν +1 to a level ν and the
molecule Β from a level v'—1 to a level ν can be
written as follows (v * v'— 1):C93

Ρΐ+Uv" (a, b) = Po (a) Po (b) Pc (v + 1) ν' (Δ£Γ+ι. „££„., ^ i ) " 1

χ (Ϊ?/Μαγ 8 (π/3)1'" (πμΔ£ϊ-|ΓΊ;»1' )2 (χΐ-fi, »* )
xexp( — 3ϊΙ+ι,'τι" τ(Δ£ό-|Γι%° /2kTg)-\-e/kTg], (2)

which reduces to the following form under exact reso-
nance conditions (v = v'—1):

= P o (α) Λ, I)2 [(a·)2 ^Ml (\EV. Γ

(3)
The dimensionless transition probabilities Ρ and the
rate constants Κ in Eq. (1) are related by ZP = NK,
where Ζ is the number of gas-kinetic collisions of the
CO molecules per second. The coefficients in Eqs.
(2)-(3) a r e :

Ρ0(α)Ρ0(6) = Ζ- 1 «1/3, P c = 1,364 [l + {i,ie/kTe)l

where e is the depth of a potential well described by
the Lennard-Jones curve:

μ = m^m.-Q/{mjii +ΤΆ-Q) is the reduced mass of the collid-
ing molecules; Ma is the reduced mass of an oscilla-
tor Α; λ= l/2; α is a measure of the dimensions of the
interaction region; Δ Ε ν + ι ν is the energy of the (v + l)-th
vibrational quantum; Δ Ε ν ~ 1 > ν ' is the difference between

the energies of the (v+ l)-th and v '-th vibrational quanta;
Tg is the gas temperature.

In the case of collisions between harmonic oscilla-
t o r s , the quantities A E v + i ; V a re independent pi the
number of the vibrational level and ΔΕ ν~;1> ν = 0 .

v+l,v
However, in collisions of anharmonic oscil lators we have
AEV. „_, = £„ — £„_! = hc<ne (1 — 2χΒι>), ΑΚ',^-Ί1

where r.>e and x e are the anharmonicity constants.

Equations (2)-(3) represent the generalization of the
Herzfeld formulas to collisions between anharmonic
oscillators. The possibility of such generalization has
been discussed in C l 4 3 .

The probabilities of the direct and reverse transi-
tions are related by expressions which follow from the
principle of detailed equilibrium:

Ρ «η. ο = -Ρ», o+i exp l(E^i — E,)/kTg],
— Ε- — Ε..Λ-Ε-, ΛΙΙίΤ.λ ' '

For a collision between two CO molecules the formu-
las (2)-(3) becomeCl53

(a a\ =

χ exp [-13,7

\y (a, a) = {(i/)2 Tg/ll + (QS/Tg)] (1 — 0,012ι/)} χ
x2,54-l<rsexp(88/7'e) (v — v' — l), (6)

whereas in the case of a collision between a CO molecule
and an atom of He

.,(a,b) = (v+l)

αρ{_144[ϋ
HTg) {

[1 —0,012 ( P + 1 ) ] » 1 1/6

T~g J
1/3 1560 [1—0,012(0

1
(1 + 33/7 )̂ 1 Tg j

I

The probabilities of vibrational transitions in the CO
molecule were calculated in i m using the Herzfeld for-
mulas modified for convenience by the approximation
of the adiabatic factor

F(y)=8 (π/3)1/8 y>P exp (-3// 3)

with the expression1-1 7 '1 8 3

F (y) = (1/2) [3 - exp (-2^/3)] exp (-2y/3),
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(1/2)3 θ' = 16nVvVa2ft.

In this way, we obtain the following formulas for the
rate constants of the vibrational transitions:

/ (α, a) =

= Z' (a, a) Pvv (a, a) Tg [ l - χ ^ ) (1 -χ*ι>')1 F (yl[ll\v' (a, a)),

K, „_, (a, a) = Ζ' (α, ο) ί " (a, a) Tg [ι>/(1 - χ,ι;)]

(a, b) = Z' (a, (a, 6 )

(8)
. „-, (a, a)),

(9)
„., (a, 6));

(10)
Here, Z'(a, a) = 4a a a ( f fkT g /^ a a ) 1 / 2 cm3/sec is the num-
ber of collisions between the CO molecules themselves
(per second) reduced to one molecule ( a a a is the colli-
sion diameter in the hard-sphere model and μ& Λ is the
reduced mass of two CO molecules); Ζ'(a, b) is the
corresponding quantity for collisions of the CO mole-
cules with the He atoms; P w ( a , a), P V T ( a , a), and
pVT(a, b) are the dimensionless constants represent-
ing the relevant processes. These constants were
found in C l 6 ] by comparing Eqs. (8)-(10) with the meas-
ured relaxation times of CO given in C l 9>2 0 ]. Some val-
ues of the transition probabilities calculated in C l 6 : for
175°K from the formulas (8)-(10) are listed in Table I.
It is clear from this table that the probabilities of transi-
tions in the CO-CO collisions are practically always
many orders of magnitude smaller than the probabilities
of the W transitions or the probabilities of the VT
transitions in collisions with the He atoms.

The normalization constants were selected in [ 1 6 : us-
ing all the experimental data and the value of τ for
Tg= 175°K was found by extrapolating the high-tempera-
ture data : i 9 ] in accordance with the Landau-Teller tem-
perature dependence of the relaxation time.C 2 i : Accord-
ing to more recent measurements ,C l 0 ] the VT relaxation
time of the CO-He mixture at Tg = 100°K is two orders
of magnitude smaller than the value found by extrapola-
tion. This discrepancy is due to the fact that the long-
range forces have been neglected in the calculations

[121reported in . Recent experimental values of the
probabilities of the VT transitions (Pi,0 = 3.1x 10"8) for
T g = 298°K in the CO-He collisions (v= 1-13) are ap-
proximately two orders of magnitude smaller than the
values calculated by the Herzfeld method (7.0xl0~6).

In view of the considerable differences between the
experimental values and those calculated by the Herz-
feld method, the VT transition probabilities were also
calculated in t 2 3 ] allowing for the long-range forces at
temperatures of 325 and 550°K. The results of these
calculations are presented in Fig. 1. It is evident from

TABLE I. Rates of vibrational transitions (sec"1) at T g = 175°K, p c o =
0.2 Torr, and p n e = 6.0 Torr

Ό

1
8
9
10
11
12
15
20
30
40
50
60

Λ
6

Κ
,>, »-l <«· ">

5.572-10-2

1.415

1,878

2.462

3.195

4.112

8,442

2,576.1ο
1

2.032-102

1,432-ΙΟ
3

9.501·10
3

6,070-10»

" Λ , »-ι <"· ">

8.728-10-12

1.695.10-9

3.010-10-9

5.274-10-9

9.152-10-9

1.575-10-8

7.735-10-8

1.009-10-·

1.455-10-4

1.875-ΙΟ-
2

2.279

2.679-102

« Χ , il-ΐ (α, ο)

1.644-ΙΟ
3

1.146-105

1.470-ΙΟ
5

1.837-105

2.251105

2.714-10
5

4.409-10
5

8.383-105

2.171-10»

4.490-10»

1.216-10'

1.422-10'

13 5 Τ 9 II IJ 15υ
FIG. 2

FIG. I. Dependences of the probabilities of the vibrational transitions
on the level number at gas temperatures of 325 and 55O°K. Circles denote
the experimental values of Ρ]· ν

0

+ ' , obtained in [12] at 298°K.
FIG. 2. Dependences of the probabilities of the VV transitions on

the level number at temperatures of 100, 300, and 700°K. The circles
represent the experimental data reported in [12] and obtained at 298°K.

this figure that at 325°K we have Ρι ) 0= 10"9.

The probabilities of the W transitions at room tem-
perature were also found experimentally in C l 2 ] . They
differed from the theoretical values and the discrepancy
between the experimental probabilities and those calcu-
lated using the Herzfeld formulas increased with increas-
ing level number, reaching one order of magnitude for
the eighth level: Vl\= 5.9x 1(T4 (exper.) and 5.6x 10"5

(theor.). The origin of this discrepancy was analyzed
in C 2 5 ] and it was found that, as in the VT transitions,
allowance should have been made not only for the short-
range but also for the long-range forces.C26] The rela-
tive contributions of the short- and long-range forces
are primarily a function of the gas temperature and of
the energy defect of a given transition. Figure 2 shows
the dependences of the probabilities of the W transitions
on the level number for three values of the gas tempera-
ture, obtained in C 2 5 ]. The W transition probabilities cal-
culated allowing for the long-range forces in t 2 3 ] are also
included in Fig. 1. The agreement between the calculated
and measured room-temperature transition probabilities
shows that the calculations which include the long-range
forces are more reliable.

By way of illustration we shall now quote several val-
ues of the transition probabilities. At room temperature
and 1 atm the relaxation time τ of pure CO is approxi-
mately 1 sec, t l 3 ] whereas the relaxation time of a mix-
ture of carbon monoxide and He is three orders of mag-
nitude smaller;1103 the transition probabilities P1 ) 0(a, a)
and Pi,0(a, b) are, respectively, 10" n and 10"8. These
probabilities of the VT transitions are many orders of
magnitude smaller than the value of Pijo, which is ap-
proximately 5x 10"3. It is evident from Fig. 1 and Table
I that the probabilities P v ,v- l( a . a) and P v

) fy
+ 1(a, a) are

equal (=2xlO"6) for ν = 27 and the probabilities
PV ) V_l(a, b) and P v>o

v+l( a ; a ) a r e equal («4xlO"5) for
v = 'l8. Thus, the VV transitions predominate in the
range of the vibrational levels active in the stimulated
emission. At a gas temperature Tg= 175°K all the val-
ues of Ρ decrease by about an order of magnitude but
the VV transitions remain dominant.

B. Radiative Vibrational Transitions

For an anharmonic molecule the dependence of the
Einstein coefficient on the vibrational quantum number
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can be written in the form:1·16'271
Gaussian functions:

(11)

where

Χ [(-1
Ι-2ί;)] [v(X?-2v-i) (χ->-2ί;-3)(χί'-ί;)-ΐ]1/2,

(12)
Αιο is the Einstein coefficient for the 1-0 transition.
For the CO molecule we have Alo = 30.303 sec' 1; 1 1 6 3 the
values of the other coefficients calculated using Eqs.
(11)-(12) are given in Fig. 1 and in Table II.

We can see that the anharmonicity of the carbon mon-
oxide molecule gives rise to a nonlinear dependence of
Av,v-1 on the level number and the transition probabil-
ities remain constant for ν > 10. Table II gives also the
probabilities of two-photon radiative transitions. At a
CO pressure of 1 Torr their contribution is significant
for transitions between sufficiently high levels (v>10).

A comparison of the probabilities of collisional and
radiative vibrational transitions shows that in a CO-He
laser with partial pressures P c o = 0 · 2 Torr and PHe
= 6 Torr the room-temperature deactivation of the vi-
brational levels with v< 15 occurs mainly because of
radiative transitions.

C. Excitation of CO and N 2 Vibrational Levels by
Electron Impact

An analysis of the operation of the CO2 laser1"23 has
shown that the upper laser level of the CO2 molecule is
pumped mainly by the direct electron excitation of the
vibrational levels of the CO and N2 molecules present in
the discharge, followed by the transfer of energy to the
vibrational levels of CO2. This conclusion has been
drawn from the experimental data on the cross sections
of collisions between electrons and molecules, reported
by Schulz.1283 The same excitation mechanism obviously
also applies to the CO laser/ 1 1 ' 1 4 3

According to Schulz's results (Fig. 3), the electron-
impact excitation cross sections of the vibrational levels
of CO are large: the total excitation cross section of
eight levels is 8x 10"16 cm2 for electrons of 1.8 eV en-
ergy. Figure 4 shows the dependences of the partial ex-
citation cross sections of individual levels on the elec-
tron energy. It is clear from this figure that the excita-
tion cross sections of the first two levels are several
times larger than the excitation cross sections of the
other levels. We can show that about four vibrational
quanta are excited in one collision.

The rate constants of the excitation of molecules in a
laser discharge can be found by averaging the quantities
on over the electron velocity distribution. The depen-
dences of the excitation cross sections on the electron
energy are described approximately in Cl63 by the

TABLE II. Probabilities of radiative transitions at Te = 300°K

1
2
3

5
6
7

sec"1

33.4
64.5
92.9

118.0
142.0
164.3
182.0

sec '

0,9
2.8
5.6
SI.3

13,9
19.0

8
9

10
11
12
13
14

sec '

200.1
214.1
227.1
238.8
248.5
251). 3
202.5

ΑΌ Ό 2 ,

sec '

25,1
32 0
39.3
47.7
56.2
65.6
75.0

» . · , (ε) = οΌ·ν exp [—(ε — ε„. 0 ) 2 /α„.„],

where σ ν ' ν , e v ' v a n ^ α ν ' ν a r e the constants selected
in such a way that the Gaussian curves are as close as
possible to the experimental dependences reported by
Schulz (here, the averaging is carried out over a Max-
wellian distribution). This procedure yields the rate
constant of the excitation of the first level, which is re-
ported in C l 6 ], 2.87X10'9 cm3/sec (for T e = 20 000°K).

Recently the distribution function of electrons in the
CO laser plasma was determined by probe measure-
ments1293 (see also [ l 3 ) . An investigation was made of
Co-He-O2 mixtures (pressures in the ratios 1:10:0.1
and 1:30:0.1) at pressures of 3-7 Torr and for discharge
currents of 20-60 mA in continuous-flow and static sys-
tems . It was found that in mixtures with large amounts
of He the electron distributions were close to the Max-
wellian form and the average energies were 2.5-4 eV.
These energies corresponded to the excitation rate con-
stants of (1.2-2.O)xlO~8 cm3/sec. Typical energy dis-
tribution functions of electrons in CO-He mixtures are
plotted in Fig. 5 for p= 5 Torr and i = 40 mA. For a CO
pressure of 0.3 Torr in a discharge at 100°K and an
electron density N e = 2.5x 109 cm"3, the excitation rate
was approximately 1018 cm" 3 -sec" 1 . Since an average of
four vibrational quanta was excited in one collision, the
pumping power should be 0.1 w/cm3. The experimental
value C30] was of the same order of magnitude but some-
what larger (~0.4 w/cm3). In view of this, we may con-
clude that the electron-impact pumping is sufficient to
ensure the experimentally found values of the power
density. The slight discrepancy between the values
quoted above suggests that multistage excitation proc-
esses play some role in the electron-impact population.

3. VIBRATIONAL RELAXATION OF A SYSTEM
OF ANHARMONIC OSCILLATORS

If the rate equation system (1) is simplified by drop-
ping the last two terms in parentheses, which represent
the pumping by electron impact and radiative transitions,

»=/

u-Z

υ-J

Sr

tr

If

0

υ-5

υ-Β

IL
u'T

ZO 30
Electron energy, eV

FIG. 3

m zo 30
Electron energy, eV

FIG. 4

FIG. 3. Dependence of the total electron-impact excitation cross
section of eight vibrational levels of CO on the electron energy. [28]

FIG. 4. Dependence of the partial electron-impact excitation cross
sections of the vibrational levels of CO on the electron energy. [28]
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generally speaking—different for different levels. The
parameter γ can be represented in the form

FIG. 5. Distribution of elec-
tron energies in CO—He mixtures:
["] Ο PCO:PHe =1:10. average
electron energy e = 2.98 eV; 2)

3.383) Maxwellian curve for e
eV.

o 4 s f > e V a-

the system describes a purely vibrational relaxation of
a diatomic gas (in this case, CO). An analysis of this
system shows173 that because of the difference between
P(W) and P(VT) [P(W) »P(VT)], the relaxation process
in the harmonic oscillator model has two time scales
T W = O[(NP?; 0 ) " 1 ] , τ ντ = θ[(ΝΡ1,οΓ1] ( T W « T V T ) and it

takes place in two stages. In the first (fast) stage a
Boltzmann distribution of the vibrational levels is estab-
lished and this distribution is a function of the total
number of vibrational quanta. In the second (slow) stage
the Boltzmann distribution is retained but the vibra-
tional temperature decreases. The vibrational relaxa-
tion of a diatomic gas which can be represented by a
system of anharmonic oscillators has been considered
in t8»18)2i : and a new result (compared with the relaxa-
tion of a system of harmonic oscillators) was first ob-
tained in C8]: in this case, the relaxation process may
give rise to a non-Boltzmann and even an inverse level
population. In view of the basic importance of this re-
sult, we shall now present the main steps by which it
was reached in L8:l.

It follows from Chap. 2 that in the anharmonic case
we may find, in contrast to the case of harmonic oscilla-
tors, that the inequality P(VV) »P(VT) is not satisfied
in all cases but only up to a certain vibrational level v0-
For all values of ν in excess of v0 the relationship be-
tween the transition probabilities is the reverse of that
just stated. The value of the level number v0 at which
the probabilities P(W) and P(VT) become equal is a
function of the gas temperature Tg and decreases with
increasing Tg. Thus, there are two intervals of the vi-
brational level numbers, in which the relaxation mech-
anisms are different. At sufficiently low temperatures,
when Vo is high, the VV relaxation predominates. These
are the conditions discussed in C a ].

In the case of predominance of the VV transitions
(e = PI,O/P?JO « 1) we may introduce, as in the harmonic
oscillator case, two different time scales ryy and Typ
( r y y ^ TVT) and use the Chapman-Enskog expansion in
terms of a small parameter e, retaining only the terms
describing the vibrational energy exchange in the rate
equations.

Direct substitution shows readily that the solution of
the new system is

Nv = Noe-wexv( — EJkTg), (13)

where γ is a certain parameter. It is convenient to re-
write Eq. (13) in the form

Nv = Naexp( — EjkTi),

where T v is the "vibrational temperature," which is—

f = (El/kT*)-(.El/kTs). (14)

the quantities y and T v depend on time (the time scale
is governed by the probabilities of the VT transitions).
On reaching an equilibrium with the translational de-
grees of freedom all the values of T v become equal
toTg.

Substituting the value of y into Eq. (13), we find that
the population of the v-th level is

N, = No exp {(-EiV/kTt) + l(ElV-E,)/kT,]}. (15)

Clearly, in the case of a system of harmonic oscilla-
tors (Ey = Eyi), this expression is a Boltzmann distribu-
tion. We can derive the following relationship between
T v and T?:

Ti/Tl^UvEi/EJ — iT'JTg) [(«£,—£,,)/£,]}-». (16)

Hence, we can see that if T? = T g we have a Boltzmann
distribution with a vibrational temperature T v = T*=Tg.
If T i * T g , the distribution deviates from the Boltzmann
form: for T? >T g it follows from Eq. (16) that Tv>Tf
(the "vibrational temperature" of a level increases with
the level number); if T? <Tg, we find that TV<T? (the
"vibrational temperature" decreases with increasing
level number). The main feature of Eq. (16) is that it
demonstrates the possibility of a population inversion
of the vibrational levels for T* >Tg. The population
distributions described by Eq. (15) or (16) are plotted
in Fig. 6. We can see that whereas the lower levels have
the Boltzmann populations, an inversion of the popula-
tions of the higher levels is extremely strong. One must
remember, however, that this formula is derived con-
sidering only the VV transitions, whereas in the case of
high levels the VT transitions are important or even
predominant (Fig. 1).

The second type of relaxation of anharmonic oscilla-
tors, characterized by the predominance of the VT

[32]
However, the treat-transitions, is considered in

ment given there is hardly justified L33J because the VT
relaxation occurs only for high levels and cannot be
treated in isolation, i.e., it cannot be discussed without
allowance for the W transitions between lower levels.

The overpopulation of the higher vibrational levels
in an anharmonic oscillator compared with that corre-
sponding to a Boltzmann distribution characterized by a

0 10 20 JO ν

FIG. 6

Molecule A Molecule Β

FIG. 7

FIG. 6. Treanor distributions of the populations of the vibrational
levels at gas temperatures T g = 334-1500°K and for Τ? = 4000°K. [8]

FIG. 7. Energy levels of molecules A and B.
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vibrational temperature T v can be understood qualita-
tively by considering two molecules A and B, each of
which can be only in the states 1, 2 and 3, 4, respectively
(Fig. 7). Let us assume that their quanta differ by
ΔΕ = ( Ε 2 - Ε ι ) - ( Ε 4 - Ε 3 ) . The molecule Β simulates a
higher state of an anharmonic oscillator and the mole-
cule A a lower state. We shall assume that the molecule
A is in the state 2 and the molecule Β in the state 3.
Collision between the molecules A and Β may transfer
the former from the state 2 to the state 1 (2-* 1), which
then gives up its energy to the molecule B. This excites
the molecule Β which is transferred from the state 3
to the state 4 ( 3 ^ 4 ) . These processes are represented
by the continuous arrows in Fig. 7. The reverse proc-
esses are represented by the dashed arrows. It follows
from Eq. (4) that the rates of the direct and reverse
processes are related by

It is clear from this formula that at low gas tempera-
tures P3J ι » Fiji the system Β is pumped at the ex-
pense of the system A and this may give rise to a popu-
lation inversion between the levels 3 and 4.

Although the conclusion about the possibility of popu-
lation inversion of the vibrational levels has been ob-
tained for conditions which are too idealized, there is
little doubt that allowance for the anharmonicity is es-
sential to the mechanism of population inversion in a
laser medium.

Chapters 4 and 5 will deal with the calculations of the
populations of the vibrational levels of CO in a laser dis-
charge carried out bearing in mind that, apart from
collisional transitions, the CO molecules may be excited
by electron impact and radiative transitions.

4. POPULATIONS OF VIBRATIONAL CO LEVELS
IN ACTIVE MEDIA OF CO LASERS

In the present chapter we shall discuss the calcula-
tions of the populations of the vibrational levels of the CO
molecules in the active media employed in CO lasers.
Ε 15 16 2s: I n c o n t r a s t t 0 Treanor et al.,C8] these calcu-
lations were carried out making allowance for the
radiative processes, VT transitions, electron excita-
tion, etc. [see system (1)]. The radiative and VT transi-
tions were considered, alongside the VV transitions, in
C3<n and an analytic solution of the system (1) was ob-
tained for the first time in the linear approximation.
This solution is the generalization of that obtained by
Treanor et al. and it reduces to the latter if we con-
sider only the VV transitions. In the other investiga-
tionsC l 5 '1 6 '2 3 : l the system (1) was solved by numerical
calculations.

A. CO Laser at Liquid Nitrogen Temperature

1. Results of calculations of populations. The popula-
tions of the vibrational levels of CO molecules in the
plasma of a gas discharge in a CO-He laser operating
at low temperatures was considered in [ 1 5> 1 6 ]. Because
of the absence of accurate data on the properties of
plasma in laser discharges, the calculations in C l 6 ] were
carried out for a wide range of the discharge parame-
ters (Ne= 2.5X 108-2.5x 1011 cnT 3, T g = 150-500°K,
T e = 5000-30 000°K); it was assumed that the distribu-
tion of the electron velocities was Maxwellian.

Out of a large number of curves given in Cl6:l we se-
lected for illustration only those which matched closely

FIG. 8 FIG. 9

FIG. 8. Distributions of the populations of the vibrational levels in a
CO—He mixture with the following parameters: PCO = 0-2 Torr; pf{e =

6Torr;N e = 2.5 X 109cirf3, T g = 175°K, T e (103°K): 1)5,2) 10,3)
15, 4) 20, 5) 30.

FIG. 9. Distributions of the populations of the vibrational levels in a
CO-He mixture with the following parameters: PQQ = 0.2 Torr; pjje =

6 Torr; N e = 2.5 Χ 109 cm"3, T e = 20 000°K; T g : 1) 500, 2) 300, 3) 200,
4) 175,5) 150.

the parameters of a laser discharge plasma (see t 1 3 ) .
The results of calculations for pco = 0.2 Torr, pHe = 6
T o r r , N e = 2.5xl09 cm"3, T e = 5000-30000°K, and
T g = 15O-5OO°K are plotted in Figs. 8 and 9. We can see
that a complete inversion does not appear in any of the
cases considered. At high values of T e and low values
of Tg the distribution curves have a plateau between the
levels 10 and 15, i.e., the populations of these levels are
almost equal. The formation of this plateau is due to the
contribution of the VV processes. This conclusion was
checked by solving the equations free of the terms repre-
senting the VV transitions. It was found that only the
levels excited by electron impact (v£8) were signifi-
cantly populated and their populations decreased much
faster than in the Boltzmann distribution corresponding
to the electron temperature (this was primarily due to
radiative transitions). The fall following the plateau in
the curves was due to an increase in the importance of
the VT transitions and of the radiative losses.

One of the characteristic features of the population
distribution curves of Fig. 8 is the low sensitivity to the
electron temperature between 20 000 and 30 000°K. Evi-
dently, these temperatures are optimal for the pumping
of the CO vibrational levels. It is likely that at tempera-
tures in excess of 30 0 0 0 ^ the level populations decrease
with increasing T e . Another feature which follows from
Fig. 8 is the weak dependence of the vibrational tempera-
ture T* on T e in the range T e = 10 000-30 000°K. At
lower electron densities N e (2.5X108 cm"3) the sensi-
tivity of Ti to T e is stronger than at higher values of
N e (2.5xl0 1 0 -2.5xl0 u cm"3), as demonstrated in Figs.
3-6 in C l 6 ].

An important attribute of the anharmonic oscillator
model is the considerable influence of the translational
temperature of the gas Tg on the populations of the vi-
brational levels. It is evident from Fig. 9 that the plateau
disappears completely when Tg rises from 150 to 500°K.
This is due to the fact that the importance of the excita-
tion of high levels associated with the W transitions de-
creases with increasing temperature. Moreover, the role
of the VT transitions becomes greater because the prob-
abilities of these transitions have a strong temperature
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FIG. 10. Distributions of the
populations of the vibrational levels
in a CO—He mixture with the follow-
ing parameters: ρ(χ>= 0.2 Torr; N e =
2.5 Χ 109 cm'3; T g = 175°K, T e =
20 000°K, p H e (Torr): 1) 6, 2) 10,
3) 15,4)30,5)50.

FIG. 11

β BO 28 JB U
Vibrational quantum number, ν

FIG. 12

dependence. These two factors are responsible for the
rise of the CO laser output power as a result of cooling
of the walls of its gas-discharge tube with liquid nitro-
gen. The role of helium is also to reduce the translational
and rotational temperatures of the gas by increasing the
rate of heat transport to the cold walls. In contrast to the
CO2 laser, an increase in the rate of the VT transitions
under the influence of helium is undesirable (Fig. 10).
However, an increase in the He pressure from 6 to 50
Torr does not alter ΤΪ or even the populations of the
first ten levels; the populations of the levels from 10 to
20 change slightly. In the case of high helium concen-
trations (-50 Torr) we must allow for the effect of CO-
CO-He triple collisions which help in the exchange of
the vibrational energy between the CO molecules/353

The calculations reported in C l 5 ] included not only a
numerical solution of the system (1) but also the solu-
tions of the system of equations from which the electron-
pumping terms were excluded. Instead, it was assumed
that the "temperature" ΤΪ of the first vibrational level
of the CO molecule was constant. It should be remembered
that in the limiting case of pure W transitions the para-
meter ΤΪ was found to govern the distribution over all the
levels/8 3 The use of the parameter T? avoided the dif-
ficulties due to the lack of data on the effective electron-
impact excitation cross sections of the vibrational levels
of CO, because the "vibrational temperature" of the
first CO level could be found experimentally/13

Figure 11 shows the distributions over the vibra-
tional levels obtained in C l 5 ] for different values of the
parameter τΤ = 1700-2900°Κ, representing the pumping
rate. The calculations were carried out for a CO:He
mixture with a 1:10 ratio of the partial pressures of CO
and He; it was assumed that the total pressure was 4
Torr and that T g = 150°K. All the curves in Fig. 11 (like
those in Figs. 8-10) exhibited a plateau, characterized
by the highest vibrational temperature, in the range of
vibrational levels from 7 to 12.

2. Comparison of theory with experiment. RichCl63

was the first to compare the theory given above with the
experimental results. His comparison is illustrated in
Fig. 12, which shows the dependence of the maximum
gain on the vibrational quantum number. Curve 1 was
calculated on the basis of the theory developed above. It
was assumed that the electron temperature and concen-
tration were, respectively, 20 000°K and 2.5xlO10 cm"3;
the gas temperature was taken to be 175°K and the partial
pressures were assumed to be P c o = 0 · 2 Torr and pHe
= 6 Torr. Curves 2-4 were calculated on the assumption
of a Boltzmann distribution over the vibrational levels

FIG. 11. Distributions of molecules over the vibrational levels for
various values of TJ (°K): 1) 1700, 2) 2000, 3) 2300, 4) 2900; Pco :PHe =
l:10,p = 4Torr ,T g = 150°K.

FIG. 12. Dependences of the gain on the vibrational level number. [16]
Curve 1 is calculated allowing for the anharmonicity. Curves 2 (T v =
75OO°K), 3 (Tv = 8500°K), and 4 (Tv = 10 000°K) are obtained for
a Boltzmann population of the levels. The circles represent the re-
sults of measurements reported in [ 2 4].

with temperatures of 7500, 8500, and 10000°K. The cir-
cles represent the experimental values of Havey/243 ob-
tained by illuminating a CO amplifier with the radiation
produced by a CO laser, as reported in C363. In the cal-
culation of curve 1 the electron concentration and tem-
perature were selected so as to ensure the best agree-
ment between the theory and experiment. Therefore, the
more important factor was not the absolute agreement
between the gains but the nature of the dependence on the
vibrational quantum number. It is evident from Fig. 12
that the experimental values of the gain increased on
transition from the band 7-6 to the band 10-9 and then
fell again. According to the theory, represented by
curve 1, the gain should become significant for v=4,
should rise with v, reach a maximum at v= 14, and then
fall to zero at v= 44. The dependence of the gain on ν
for a Maxwellian distribution (curves 2-4) differs con-
siderably from the experimental dependence obtained by
Havey and from the theoretical dependence represented
by curve 1. In the case of a Boltzmann distribution with
a temperature in the range 7500-10 000°K the gain
maxima should be observed at low values of ν and the
absolute values of these maxima «max should be large
(amax = 9-4xlO"3 cm"1 for v=3 and T v = 7500°K, «max
= 1.6xlO'2 cm"1 for v=3 and T v = 8500°K, a m ax=2.7
xl0" 2 for v = 4 and Tv=10000°K). Moreover, large
values of a should also be observed near the maxima,
i.e., for transitions from ν =1-0 to ν =8-7. A better
agreement of the relative values of the gain and the posi-
tions of the maxima in the dependence of the gain on ν
may be obtained at higher vibrational temperatures/1 3

but this not only fails to remove the problem of the dif-
ference between the theoretical and experimental abso-
lute values of a but makes this problem more acute.

Thus, the assumption of a Boltzmann distribution of
the vibrational levels in the CO laser is in conflict with
the experimental results and even a qualitative agree-
ment requires the application of the theory developed
above. It should be stressed that the reported compari-
son suffers from an important defect: Rich did not know
the electron temperature or concentration and he should
have selected both these quantities in such a way as to
obtain the best agreement between theory and experiment.

A more correct comparison of the theory given above
with the experimental results was made in (in this
case the authors knew the electron concentrations). The
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FIG. 13. Apparatus used in measurements of the gain. [37]

experimental results were obtained by the method of
calibrated losses using the apparatus shown schemati-
cally in Fig. 13. A CaF2 prism, a rotating plate for the
loss regulation, and a plate for extraction of radiation
were placed inside the resonator of a CO laser with a
gas-discharge tube 810 mm long and 20 mm in diameter.
The radiation was directed from the resonator to a
spectrometer. When the rotating plate was aligned at
the Brewster angle no more than three lines partici-
pated in the stimulated emission and when the losses
were increased only one line remained. The losses
corresponding to the suppression of the stimulated
emission of this line (found allowing for constant losses)
yielded the small-signal gain of the line. The measure-
ments were carried out on 27 vibration-rotational lines.
The populations of the vibrational levels and the gas
temperature were deduced from a system of equations
based on the measured gains of vibration-rotational
lines with different values of ν and J. Each of these
equations was of the form

α (/) = {8nVk) (Mc3/2ak)l/2 T~3/2Ki2J

where a{3) is the gain of a line whose lower level has
a rotational quantum number J; Bi and B2 are the ro-
tational constants; Nj and N2 are the populations of the
vibrational levels; Fi(J) = BiJ(J + l) and F 2 = B2J(J+1);
F ι, Ni, and Β ι refer to the upper level and F 2 , N2, and
B2 to the lower level; Ki2 = [(2J-l)/j](2h\3/647r4)A12,
where A12 is the Einstein coefficient.

The measurements were carried out for a current
i = 15 raA which corresponded—according to E38]—to an
electron concentration 2.9χ 109 cm"3. The experimental
results are compared with the calculations of Rich1163 in
Fig. 14. It is evident from this figure that the agreement
is satisfactory for T e =15 000°K. Figure 15 shows a
comparison of these experimental results'·373 with
the calculations reported in C l 5 ] . We can see that the
experimental points lie between the curves corre-
sponding to T? = 1700 and 2000°K. The experimentally
determined values of T? are located, under similar
conditions, between the same limits (see C l ] ) .

B. CO Laser at Room Temperature

1. Results of calculations of populations. The popula-
tions of the vibrational levels of CO in the active medium
of a CO-N2 laser were calculated in [ 2 3>3 9 ] for room tem-
perature. The first theoretical conclusion of a non-
Boltzmann distribution over the levels, which was prac-
tically identical with the distribution obtained experi-
mentally by Legay et al . , U o ] was reported briefly in C 2 9 :,
where a mixture with CO and N2 at pressures of 0.3 and
6.0 Torr, respectively, was considered for a tempera-
ture of 330°K.

rsu

FIG. 14

FIG. 14. Comparison of the vibrational level populations calculated
in [16] and deduced from measurements of the gain in [ 3 7 ] .

FIG. 15. Comparison of the calculated population distributions [15·16]
with the experimental data: [37] 1-experimental values (T g = 180°K,
PCO = 0-2 Torr, pj j e = 6.0 Torr, p o 2 = 0.1 Torr); 2, 3-results of calcu-
lations [15] for T* = 1700 and 2000°K, respectively. The dashed curve
represents Rich's calculations [16] for N e = 2.5 Χ 109 cm"3 and T e

20 000°K. All the calculations were carried out for PQQ = 0.2 Torr,
p H e = 6 Torr, T g = 175°K.

The vibrational temperature of N2 was assumed to
be 1700°K and the exchange of the vibrational energy be-
tween N2 and CO was assumed to take place between the
first excited levels of these molecules.

The calculations reported in C233 were carried out for
several values of the gas temperatures of pure CO and
of CO-N2 mixtures. As in the previous calculations by
the same authors1393 and in L 1 5 ], the pumping was as-
sumed to be governed by the population of the first vi-
brational level of CO whose "vibrational temperature,"
was usually assumed to be 2700°K. Figure 16 shows the
relative populations of the vibrational levels in pure
CO, calculated without allowance for the radiative proc-
ess. The results are plotted for the VT transition prob-
abilities given in Fig. 1 or the probabilities increased
(r= 102) or decreased (r = 10"2) by two orders of magni-
tude. The upper curve in Fig. 16 describes the Treanor
distribution. It is evident from Fig. 16 that a "high"
vibrational temperature is retained up to very high values
of v.

Figure 17 shows the deformation of the distribution
over the vibrational levels for some artificially selected
dependences of the transition probabilities on the level
number. We can see that if Ρν

; |,
ν +1 is independent of the

level number, we can have an absolute inversion (curve 1).

Since the energies of the first vibrational levels of CO
and N2 differ quite considerably (by 188 cm"1), their vi-
brational temperatures are also different. For example,
if T g = 325°K, a CO vibrational temperature of 2700°K
may be maintained at a vibrational temperature of N2

amounting to 1700°K. Thus, the vibrational quanta are
concentrated mainly in the first three levels of the N2

molecule because of the relatively low vibrational tem-
perature of nitrogen. Therefore, the nature of the dis-
tribution over the higher vibrational levels of N2 cannot
affect significantly the distribution of the levels of CO.
The populations of the N2 levels in CO-N2 mixtures were
not calculated in C233. It was assumed that these popula-
tions could be represented by the Treanor curve right
down to its minimum value and the populations of higher
levels were assumed to be the contact.
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Treanor distribution

40

FIG. 16

V 4 r

FIG. 16. Distributions of the populations of the vibrational levels in
pure CO calculated for the VT transition probabilities given in Fig. 1 (r =
1) and for probabilities increased (r = 102) or reduced (r = 10"2) by two
orders of magnitude. ["]

FIG. 17. Distributions of the populations of the vibrational levels in
pure CO obtained for three (curves 1-3) artificially selected dependences
of the transition probabilities PJ· J + l on the level number, shown in the
top right-hand corner.

Figure 18 shows the distributions of the populations
of the vibrational levels of CO, calculated for a pure CO
pressure of 0.1 Torr and a CO-N2 mixture with partial
pressures of 0.1 and 0.2 Torr, respectively. We can see
that the curves differ only at high level numbers. This
is due to the fact that the rates of the VT transitions
rise at high values of v, compared with the case of pure
CO, because the amount of N2 is sufficiently large.

2. Comparison of theory with experiment. Only one
experimental investigation was made in which the popu-
lations of the vibrational levels of CO were measured
under conditions which could be expected realistically
for CO lasers operating at room temperature. This in-
vestigation was carried out by Legay et al.C4o:1 As in all
previous investigations of this group of workers, the
study was carried out using apparatus in which N2 was
first excited in a high-frequency discharge and then
mixed with CO (see also Fig. 8 in m ) . The N2 and CO
pressures were 6.0 and 0.3 Torr, respectively. Oxygen
(O2) was added to the mixture in an amount correspond-
ing to 0.005 Torr. The flow velocity of the mixture was
13 m/sec. The part of the tube filled with the active
medium was 180 cm long and the resonator length was
290 cm. The measurements were carried out by the
calibrated loss method, employing rotation of a plane-
parallel CaF2 plate located inside the resonator. Meas-
urements of the gain for 20 vibration-rotational lines
(v=8-17, J= 15-22) were used to determine the gas
temperature, which was 325°K, and the populations of
the vibrational levels. It was established that the dis-
tribution of the populations of the laser levels of CO
could be described by the Boltzmann formula with a
temperature of 15 000°K, whereas under similar condi-
tions the temperature of the lower vibrational levels of
CO was found to be 2000-3500°K.

Caledonia and Center1233 calculated the populations
of the levels of CO under the conditions corresponding
to the experiments of Legay et al. In these calculations
it was assumed that the temperature of the lower levels
was 3000°K, in the same way as was done in : 4 0 ] in a
comparison of the results with the Treanor distribution.
The results of these calculations and experimental re-
sults are plotted in Fig. 19. It is evident from this figure
that there is a generally satisfactory agreement between

FIG. 18 FIG. 19

FIG. 18. Distributions of the populations of the vibrational levels in
pure CO (pco = 0.1 Torr): l - Ρ γ τ corresponding to curves in Fig. 1; 2 -
Ργχ increased by a factor of 20. Curves 3 and 4 give the corresponding
distributions for a CO-N 2 mixture with the following parameters: P C Q =
0.1 Torr; pN2 = 2.0 Torr; T g = 325°K; Tf(CO) = 27OO°K; Tf(N 2 ): 3)
1700% 4) 1732°K.

FIG. 19. Comparison of the populations of the vibrational levels
calculated in [23] (continuous curve) and measured in [40] (circles) for
T g = 3 2 5 % T* = 3 0 0 0 % and p e o = 0.3 Torr.

theory and experiment. However, we can see that the ex-
perimentally determined populations of the high vibra-
tional levels are lower than the theoretical values. It is
not possible to provide a definite explanation of this
discrepancy. All that we can do is to suggest several
reasons. It is possible that the discrepancy is due to the
experimental errors associated with the nonsimultane-
ous measurements of the populations of different levels.
Some role may be played also by the indeterminacy in
the vibrational temperature of the lower levels and the
inhomogeneity of the active medium along the laser. It
is also very likely that the presence of small amounts of
oxygen in the mixture results in a more effective deac-
tivation of the upper levels of CO since the first vibra-
tional quantum of O2 is energetically close to the high
quanta of CO.

Apart from the investigations of Legay et al., the pop-
ulations of the CO levels in CO-N2 mixtures were inves-
tigated by two other groups.U l> i z l A characteristic fea-
ture of these investigations was the use of much lower
CO and N2 pressures than those usually employed in the
working mixtures in CO-N2 lasers. For example, the
carbon monoxide pressure in was pco = 0-08 Torr,
whereas in t 4 1 ] it was pco = 0.038 and 0.056 Torr for
nitrogen pressures P N 2 = 1.1 and 1.0 Torr, respectively.
In these investigations, as in [4o:I, the nitrogen (N2)
admixture was excited first in a high-frequency dis-
charge and then mixed with CO. At some distance from
the mixing region, at right-angles to the direction of
motion of the gas mixture, these workers measured the
intensity of the infrared radiation as a function of the
wavelength in the 2.3-2.7 μ region corresponding to the
first harmonic of the CO bands (from 2-0 to 13-11). The
radiation was recorded with a PbS detector and an infra-
red spectrometer with a moderate dispersion. The rota-
tional structure was not resolved and the bands over-
lapped. A part of the 2-0 band did not overlap any other
bands and the rotational temperature was deduced from
this part by the matching method. The populations of the
vibrational levels were found by the matching method
from all the bands.
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FIG. 21

FIG. 20. Comparison of the populations of the vibrational levels
calculated in [23] (continuous curves, the upper curve corresponding to
the doubled VV transition probabilities) and measured in [42] (circles)
for T* = 2500°K, T g = 350°K, and ρ<χ» = ° · 0 8 Τοπ.

FIG. 21. Comparison of the populations of the vibrational levels cal-
culated in [23] (continuous curves corresponding to different values of
τ* and a fixed value of T g = 350°K) and measured in [41] for CO pres-
sures of 0.038 Torr (1) and 0.056 Torr (2).

A comparison of the results of calculations given in
1231 with the experimental data reported in : 4 1> 4 i 5 is made
in Figs. 20 and 21. Figure 20 shows two calculated curves
illustrating the influence of an increase in the probability
of the W transitions by a factor of 2. We can see that
this increase results in a significant rise of the popula-
tions of the upper levels and a better agreement be-
tween the theoretical and experimental results, whereas
the distribution of the populations of the lower levels is
not affected.

The results of a comparison of the calculations with
the experimental data reported in U i : are given in Fig.
21: they correspond to higher vibrational temperatures
T? and lower pressures than those employed in li22.
The calculations were made for two vibrational temper-
atures at each pressure and they illustrate the sensi-
tivity of the distribution of the populations to the vibra-
tional temperature Tj\ We can see that the change of
Tf by 100°K alters significantly the calculated dis-
tribution.

We can summarize the results of comparisons of the
experimental and calculated results by saying that the
agreement is much better at room temperature than at
liquid nitrogen temperature. This is not surprising be-
cause the experimental data on the probabilities of col-
lisional transitions are known for room temperature
and can be used in the calculations.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Considerable progress has been made in the devel-
opment and construction of CO lasers. As reported in
the first part of this review/13 output powers of 10 W
have been obtained for sealed lasers and the corre-
sponding powers for a continuous flow and Q-switching
conditions are 100 W and 10 kW. We shall not consider
here the various possible applications of the CO laser
because this would require a separate article. We shall
simply point out the extremely fruitful uses of this laser
in the nonlinear conversion of the frequency of light as a
result of the scattering of a laser beam in InSb crystals
subjected to a magnetic field. 4 3 ]

The comparison of the calculated and experimental
results given above shows clearly that the assumption
of the direct electron pumping of the vibrational levels
is correct and that the anharmonicity plays a decisive
role in the population inversion in CO lasers. However,
the theory of the CO laser described here is not yet
complete because it ignores certain processes which
make a definite contribution to the population of the vi-
brational levels. These processes include: 1) the vibra-
tional excitation of molecules by electron impact not
only from the ground state but also from excited vibra-
tional levels; 2) the deactivation of vibrationally excited
molecules at the walls of a gas-discharge tube; 3) the
exchange of vibrational quanta between CO molecules as
a result of triple collisions of two CO molecules and one
He atom. However, there are as yet no theoretical or
experimental data on the rates of these processes.

It should also be pointed out that although it would be
very desirable to measure directly the probabilities of
collisional vibration-vibrational transiti ms at liquid
nitrogen temperature, there is as yet no criterion for
the reliability of the theoretical values of these probabil-
ities used in calculations. This is also true of the meas-
urements of the concentrations and of the electron-
velocity distribution functions at low temperatures.

We shall conclude by mentioning a communication by
Center and CaledoniaC44] reporting calculations of the pop-
ulations of the vibrational levels of CO under stimulated
emission conditions. In this case, the absolute values of
the populations are lower but the non-Boltzmann nature
of the distribution is retained.

"This is the second part of a review of CO lasers; the first part was con-
cerned with the results of experimental investigations and was published
in Kvantovaya Elektron. (Moscow) No. 4(10), 3,(1962) [Sov. J. Quan-
tum Electron. 2,305 (1973)]. [']
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